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ABSTRACT
I will present on two recent, ongoing projects using Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS). DAS works by
pulsing a laser down a fiber optic cable and recording light backscattered off of natural imperfections in the
fiber. The travel time of the backscattered light is sensitive to the fiber length changes, which occur, for
example, when the fiber is coupled to the Earth and a seismic wave passes. The two projects presented
here represent two end-member cases of the technology.
In the first example, DAS recorded close-in phenomena associated with large chemical explosions at the
Nevada National Security Site. Here, 3 km of specially engineered fiber were installed by the project as close
as 80 meters away from a series of underground explosions ranging from 1,000 to 50,000 kg TNTequivalent. I will show how DAS was instrumental in demonstrating that the explosions caused a rare form
of subsurface spall when the resulting ground strain overcame the tensile strength of the geologic media.
This is only the second known recording of such a phenomenon, the first being seen on only a few
accelerometers in a 1960s underground nuclear test.
In the second example, I present preliminary analysis of one week of continuous DAS data, recently
acquired (February, 2021) on “dark fiber” on the North Slope of Alaska. Dark fiber is telecommunications
fiber that is currently unused for another purpose. We partnered with telecommunications company
Quintillion to record data on 40-km length of fiber that extends into the Beaufort Sea from Oliktok Point
(around 80 km west of Deadhorse). It is one of a few examples of a seafloor DAS collection and the first in
an area of transient sea ice. Preliminary analysis of the data indicate that we recorded natural events like
icequakes and earthquakes, as well as signals of an anthropomorphic nature (vehicles and facilities). Our
plan is to record multiple weeks of data in the four arctic “seasons” (ice bound, ice free, ice forming, and
ice melting).
SNL is managed and operated by NTESS under DOE NNSA contract DE-NA0003525.
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